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The following paragraphs describe the vision of what we would like to achieve by 2015. it provides a target 
upon which we can build goals, objectives, and a strategic plan. 

Customer Satisfaction and Customer Relationships
The kentucky Transportation center has developed and implemented tools for measuring our customers’ 
perceptions regarding the quality and value of the products and services we provide. These tools are consistently 
utilized for all projects, regardless of who the client is. feedback provided by these tools is scrutinized on a regu-
lar basis to identify improvements that can be made in policies and/or procedures. 

Research Excellence / National Prominence
The kentucky Transportation center enjoys a strong national reputation in selected, high-priority areas of 
research and technology transfer. kTc researchers are widely known for their subject matter expertise, group fa-
cilitation skills, effective communications, and project management skills. kTc’s technology transfer profession-
als are nationally recognized for excellence in information delivery and workforce development. This reputation 
is reflected in strong name recognition at all applicable national and regional meetings and conferences. 

Size of Program and Diversity of Funding Sources
The size of kTc’s research and technology transfer program has grown substantially over the past five years, 
primarily due to the identification and cultivation of new funding sources (federal, state, local, and private-sec-
tor) and the growth of non-spR funding. The center has strategically targeted areas of research and technology 
transfer that are important to kyTc and to the nation. kyTc receives substantial benefits from having direct 
access to kTc’s research results and technology transfer resources. The spR program remains strong and vital.

Work Environment / Employee Satisfaction
kTc is a rewarding and enjoyable place to work. employee retention is high, as is employee morale. kTc pro-
vides opportunities and support for all employees to continue learning and to grow professionally throughout 
their careers. exceptional employee performance is recognized and rewarded.  employees are highly motivated 
and highly productive. co-workers treat each other with courtesy and respect. The workforce includes a strong 
and increasing presence of minorities and women.

Implementation and Value of Research
Tools and processes have been put in place to promote, facilitate, and track the implementation of research 
results. implementation is a priority for kTc and is accomplished through a team effort, involving practitio-
ners, researchers, and technology transfer professionals. implementation is considered from the earliest stages of 
each research project. The benefits resulting from the implementation of research findings are well-documented 
and well-disseminated. This information is used to promote the value of transportation research and technology 
transfer programs both within kentucky and nationally.

The full version of the Vision can be found on our website at www.ktc.uky.edu/vision.html

KentucKy transportation center
Vision for 2015
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Director’s Message
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The past year was my first full year as director of the kentucky Transportation center.  it was an excit-
ing, eventful, challenging, and rewarding year for the center and for me.  i am continually impressed 
with the dedication and commitment of all of our staff—in research, technology transfer, education, 
and administration—as they strive daily to provide outstanding service to our many customers.

shortly after i became director in March 2010, we worked together to develop a collective vision 
for where we want to be in 2015.  Based upon that vision, we then developed our strategic plan for 
2010-2015.  The center’s strategic plan aligns with and supports the strategic plans of the university 
of kentucky, the college of engineering, and the kentucky Transportation cabinet.   We continue to 
refine our plan as we establish specific targets and identify the metrics to be used in tracking our prog-
ress toward the vision.

in 2011, we initiated changes that will enable us to further diversify the center’s programs and fund-
ing sources, which is a major part of our vision.  These changes included preliminary steps toward 
expanding our marketing/outreach and program development activities, establishing a freight and 
logistics program area, and hiring a waterways research coordinator. 

it continues to be my pleasure and privilege to serve alongside the many talented faculty and staff who 
make up the kentucky Transportation center.  We love and enjoy what we do, but we also take very 
seriously our responsibility to serve the citizens of kentucky, the kentucky Transportation cabinet, 
the university of kentucky, and our many other partners and clients.  if there is any way we can be of 
service to you, please don’t hesitate to contact me or any of our staff.  i look forward to working with 
all of you as we strive to improve the safety, efficiency, and sustainability of kentucky’s transportation 
system.

Joe crabtree, ph.d., p.e.



fluoRescing coaTings foR iMpRoVed inspecTion duRing BRidge 
MainTenance painTing

kTc is working with the kentucky Transportation cabinet and the structural steel coating industry to develop 
a revolutionary tool to aid in the inspection of protective coatings for steel. it has been long recognized that the 
service life of a protective coating for steel is closely related to the quality of the coating application. due to the 
growing scarcity of competent applicators, pressure to return bridges/highways to full service with reduced traf-
fic impacts, and a reduction in qualified coating inspection personnel, a tool to assist inspectors in assessing the 
quality of coatings application is much needed. To that purpose, kTc identified the use of coatings with opti-
cally activated pigments (oaps), currently being used by the department of defense, as a potential tool. 

a research study, kyspR 09-377 “fluorescing coatings for improved inspection during Bridge Maintenance 
painting”, was initiated with the primary objectives of developing laboratory methods for evaluating the effec-
tiveness of oap coatings and, upon obtaining positive laboratory results, working with the kyTc to conduct 
a field trial using those coatings.  The laboratory work was com-
prised of two primary elements, constructing mock bridge beams 
to be coated with oap coatings for inspection effectiveness evalua-
tion and accelerated weathering testing for coating performance. 

Mock bridge beams were coated with a variety of systems using 
oap coatings. designed flaws in the applications were cataloged, 
and experienced coating inspectors assessed the coatings using 
normal white light for a timed inspection and fluorescing light, to 
activate the oaps, for a second timed inspection. inspection using 
the fluorescing light increased the flaw detection by 15%. as for 
the second element, the coatings will complete accelerated weath-
ering in January 2012, but preliminary performance appears to be 
good. 

Based on the laboratory results, kTc supplied the cabinet with 
draft special notes to include in a maintenance bridge painting 
project. Two bridges in district 10 were selected to be painted 
with the oap coatings. Results of the field trial revealed some 
issues with the coatings but also verified that there is potential for 
beneficial use of this inspection tool. further field trials to “fine 
tune” the coatings chemical makeup, handling, application, and 
inspection specifics are needed. 

Inspection of OAP coated mock bridge beam 
using white light.

Inspection of OAP coated mock bridge beam 
using UV light.
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BriDge preserVation
ted Hopwood, program Manager



construction ManageMent
paul goodrum, program Manager

MainTaining and expanding The skills of key WoRkfoRce 
segMenTs ThRough TRaining

Technicians are a vital component to the success of any roadway construction project.  Training and developing  
adequate numbers of qualified technicians is a substantial endeavor that requires a comprehensive examination 
of the qualifications of existing technicians versus the anticipated needs of the technicians on future cabinet 
projects.  This year, a study was completed on how to maintain and expand the skills of this key workforce seg-
ment through training.  Based on the survey results of over 200 member of the cabinet’s existing technician 
and engineering workforce, the study identified high priority areas where training is needed, especially in skills 
and knowledge related to Maintenance, environment, and structures.  More results are available in the on-line 
report available through the Transportation center’s website.  

Work continues on current spR projects related to contract Time determination, and contractor evaluations 
in the contractor selection process.  The national Research council’s national cooperative highway Research 
program awarded projects on forecasting construction staffing needs on future projects, and project plan-
ning and scoping to improve the execution of highway projects which is joint project with Texas a&M’s Texas 
Transportation institute.
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Decision support systeMs
ted grossardt, program Manager

coMMuniTy Visioning foR nucleaR ReMediaTion:
The paducah gaseous diffusion planT (pgdp) 

decoMMissioning pRoJecT

a two-year project for the department of energy, in collaboration 
with the uk college of communications and the kentucky Re-
search center for energy and the environment at uk has recently 
been completed.  

The community must decide how to best use the 3000 acre site after 
the gaseous diffusion plant is torn down. This has been a polar-
ized discussion for the community, placing economic development  
advocates in opposition to environmental safety advocates. The kTc 
research team of grossardt , Ripy, Blandford and Bailey developed a 
customized structured public involvement protocol to allow hun-
dreds of citizens to rate a broad range of future scenarios.  The data 
theygathered was used to build mathematical preference models. Ripy and Blandford created the 3d and 4d 
scenario visualizations and fly-throughs, and also built the online polling service to gather preference data on-
line.  contrary to current perceptions, the team discovered a significant portion of the citizens make measured 
trade-offs between jobs and cleanup, rather than concentrating solely on one extreme or the other.   The project 
was nominated for the Rheinhard Mohn prize for Vitalizing democracy, given annually by the Bertlesmann 
foundation in germany to the best public participation process 
worldwide.

Other Projects:  Expert Systems 
GIS-Based Predictive Model for Threatened 

and Endangered Species (above) and 
Archaeological Sites (below)

Other PSDS Projects: Program to Select 
Historic Truss Bridges for Rehabilitation
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secTion 1554 eValuaTions: ReseaRch, analyze, eValuaTe and Make 
RecoMMendaTions foR cosT, BenefiTs, and usage of TRacking 

Technologies foR MoToR caRRieRs TRanspoRTing highWay 
secuRiTy sensiTiVe MaTeRial

every day, thousands of motor carriers move freight across our nation’s highways.  some of these shipments con-
tain highly sensitive cargo such as hazardous materials.  in 2007, the “implementing Recommendations of the 
9/11 commission act of 2007” was placed into law.  among its provisions, section 1554 directed the Trans-
portation security administration (Tsa) to develop a program to track highway motor carrier security-sensitive 
materials for Tier 1 and Tier 2 hazardous materials.  subsequently, Tsa developed twenty-three security ac-
tion items (sai’s).  These sai’s are currently intended as voluntary security practices to be considered by motor 
carriers transporting Tier 1 and Tier 2 hazardous materials.  These sai’s are divided into four areas: 1) general 
security; 2) personnel security; 3) unauthorized access; and 4) en-route security. 

as a result of an established area of expertise in freight and logistics pertaining to the transport of hazardous ma-
terials and supply chain management, Tsa designated the kentucky Transportation center as the Research or-
ganization dedicated to reviewing the sai’s.  This intensive review will involve researching, analyzing, evaluating 
and ultimately making recommendations to Tsa regarding the costs, benefits and utility of a tracking program 
for motor carriers transporting highway security sensitive materials.  The kentucky Transportation center will 
assist Tsa in meeting these obligations as they relate to section 1554 of the 9/11 commission act.

cuRRenT ReseaRch pRoJecTs
1. fedTrak
2. green infrastructure
3. Temporary flood Barriers
4. analysis of port sustainability 
5. port sustainability audit/Training
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freigHt & Logistics
Doug Kreis, program Manager



auToMaTed RaMp scReening sysTeM foR 
WeighT/inspecTion sTaTions

Researchers at the kentucky Transportation center, in cooperation with the kentucky Transportation cabinet, 
kentucky state police, division of commercial Vehicle enforcement, and the federal Motor carrier safety 
administration (fMcsa), designed, developed, and deployed a performance and Registration information 
systems Management (pRisM)-based automated ramp screening system for commercial vehicles.  The system 
utilizes optical character recognition technologies to capture and decode the license plate number, the issuing 
jurisdiction, and the usdoT number from every commercial motor vehicle (cMV) as it enters the Boone 
county fixed weigh/inspection station on southbound interstate 71.  in addition to the license plate reader 
(lpR) and usdoT reader (usdoTR) devices, a dedicated short-range communication device (transponder 
reader) operating at 915 Mhz is utilized to identify carriers with a compatible transponder when information is 
available.  These devices, along with the station’s existing weigh-in-motion and cMV sorting system, are utilized 
primarily to identify vehicles that are in the pRisM Target file or have current federal out-of-service orders.  
This system has been proven through performance to achieve the desired goals of identifying high-risk cMV’s 
for increased inspections.  not only does this system screen for these safety characteristics, but it also screens 
vehicles based on their registration, insurance and tax status, weight, and safety history.
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its & traffic ManageMent
Jennifer Walton, program Manager



QuanTifying oVeRlay QuanTiTies foR BRidge deck RepaiR 
pRioR To leTTing using gRound peneTRaTing RadaR (gpR) 

in the summer of 2010 the kentucky Transportation center used a 1.5 ghz. ground-coupled gpR system to 
determine the extent of the deteriorated areas on the glover cary Bridge (ky 2155) in owensboro, ky.  prior 
to using results from the gpR bridge deck survey, which gives an x-ray type of view into the concrete bridge 
deck, estimators used a visual approach to estimate that the entire bridge deck would need to be replaced at an 
estimated cost of $17 million dollars.  after collecting and processing the gpR data, the quantity of bridge deck 
repair/replacement area was reduced to approximately $3 million dollars.  ultimately the gpR data gave engi-
neers a more thorough picture of what areas needed to be repaired/replaced within the ridge deck, saving both 
time and money in both the design and construction phases.

cuRRenT ReseaRch pRoJecTs
1. safety Wedge performance
2. utilization of lidaR (light detection and Ranging)
3. Wintertime pavement Repair
4. evaluation of Mechanically stabilized earth Walls for Bridge ends in kentucky
5. guidelines for geotextile and geogrid use on highway projects
6. asphalt pavement durability
7. pipe inspection criteria
8. local calibration and strategic plan for implementation of the aashTo Mechanistic empirical pavement 

design guide (Mepdg)
9. identification of factors which influence pavement performance

GPR DATA Collection New completed bridge deck
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paVeMents, MateriaLs & geotecH
clark graves, program Manager



RepaiR and sTRengThening of The ky218 BRidge in haRT counTy

The aashTo Type i precast girders on the three-span bridge on ky218 over Blue springs creek had devel-
oped cracks close to the piers on both the outside spans. The retrofit consisted of filling the cracks with repair 
epoxy and strengthening the cracked locations with steel fiber reinforced polymer (sfRp) fabric. in order to 
prevent future cracking, the remaining uncracked beams on either side of the piers were strengthened with 
sfRp fabric, while the abutment ends were strengthened using carbon fiber Reinforced polymer (cfRp) Rod 
panels.

The four span reinforced concrete girder bridge on Caldwell Road over the Blue Grass Parkway had impact 
damage in one of the edge girders over the eastbound lane of the parkway. An over-the-height truck impact 
had caused one of the bottom reinforcing bars to break while considerable spalling of concrete was visible 
on the outside surface of the girder. The retrofit included replacing the lost concrete and providing CFRP 
Rod Panels to replace the strength loss due to the damaged rebar. CFRP fabric was then wrapped around the 
repaired section of the beam to prevent concrete spalling in the event of future impacts.

Crack Repair Application of SFRP fabric

Application of CFRP Rod Panels Application of CFRP fabric
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structures
issam Harik, program Manager



The Technology Transfer program strives to provide new and existing technology and research practices to trans-
portation agencies across kentucky. The program accomplishes this through the Roads scholar and Road Master 
Training programs and other specialized training, newsletters, how-to manuals, legislative and regulatory news, 
lending library, and by providing on-site technical assistance. 

The Technology Transfer program continues to offer a broad range of training from professional development 
to qualification programs to hands-on activities.  These programs are designed to improve skills and increase 
knowledge of kentucky’s transportation workforce and decision makers.  

during 2011, the Technology Transfer training team presented 
240 workshops with over 5,600 participants.  The Roads 
scholar and Road Master Training programs continue to grow, 
with over 190 individuals completing these programs in 2011.  
They conducted the asphalt certification program, leading to 
the certification of 42 new technologists and requalification of 
14 technologists.  The asphalt field Technician certification 
resulted in 171 individuals earning their certification.  ken-
tucky erosion prevention and sediment control (kepsc) for 
Roadway inspectors training resulted in 318 individuals earn-
ing their certification. The pesticide continuing education 
classes were attended by 735 participants, and 130 participants 
were certified through the Training and Testing program.  The 
Work zone employee Qualification program had a record year, 
qualifying 556 flaggers, 350 technicians and 99 supervisors.

a free service provided to local governments is the safety circuit Rider program which uses crash data to locate 
high-incident sites along roadways and assists communities in finding low-cost roadway safety improvements.  
additional information on this program, can be found on page 
12.

Technology Transfer has made a great effort to expand the use 
of social media sites (facebook and Twitter) to better reach our 
customers with immediate information such as regulatory news, 
new training courses, and press releases for local and state gov-
ernment activities. We continually update the website to make 
it more user-friendly.  The number of visits to the website has 
increased by 48% over the past year and it has been viewed in 
over 50 countries.  new informational fliers were developed for 
several programs, including safety circuit Rider, equipment 
loan program, and the Roads scholar and Road Master Training 
programs. 
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tecHnoLogy transfer
Martha Horseman, program Manager



ted Hopwood, program Manager

The Transportation library serves state and local governments, the university, transportation professionals, and the 
general public and is the only transportation library in kentucky. The library has resources available for loan and ac-
cess to transportation-related databases and internet resources for responding to information and research questions. 
The online Video lending library is a free and user-friendly resource for individuals to find videos for safety meet-
ings and training.  The library also produces an enewsletter and a new library@Work series, providing easy access 
to a wide range of transportation-related subjects.  The library continues to expand their holdings with the addition 
of Transportation Research Board (TRB) and other national publications through an agreement with the kentucky 
Transportation cabinet. 

safeTy TRaining

The Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MuTcd) addresses sign visibility 
and with the 2003, second version, established minimum retroreflectivity levels. for 
traffic signs to be effective in providing important information to drivers, agencies 
must implement a sign maintenance program that regularly addresses the MuTcd 
minimum requirements.  in an effort to assist government agencies in meeting the 
January 2012 deadline, the Technology Transfer program developed the sign Retrore-
flectivity course. This course provided participants with an overview of the standard, 
requirements, and the compliance dates. participants gained a better understanding 
of the MuTcd and basic sign types. demonstrations were provided on sign sheet-
ing and retroreflectivity concepts. There are five basic methods used to evaluate signs.  
participants received hands-on training, which offered them a better understanding of 
which method was best for their agency. 

The Technology Transfer program was pleased to announce to participants that the 
equipment used during the course was available as part of the equipment loan program. The program was de-
signed for local governments to have access to equipment that may not otherwise be affordable. equipment avail-

able through the loan program includes a retroreflectometer, compari-
son panels, and calibration signs which were demonstrated in the sign 
Retroreflectivity course. other equipment for loan is a digital ball bank 
indicator, used for determining safe curve speeds for horizontal curves, 
and traffic counters, which identify the speed and amount of traffic on 
selected routes.
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causes and counTeRMeasuRes RelaTed To MoToRcycle cRashes

The number of motorcycle crashes (especially fatal crashes) has in-
creased substantially in kentucky in the past several years.  a detailed 
analysis of crashes involving motorcycles was undertaken to provide 
insight into the characteristics and causes and identify potential coun-
termeasures for addressing the problem.  The objectives of this study 
were to evaluate and analyze motorcycle crashes and identify causes and 
potential countermeasures to reduce the number and severity of the 
crashes.

an analysis of traffic crashes involving motorcycles was conducted 
using several years of crash data.  The characteristics of motorcycle 
crashes were compared to all traffic crashes.  a more detailed review and 
analysis was performed for fatal crashes involving motorcycles.  Road-
way locations (0.3-mile spots and one-mile sections) with the highest 
frequency of motorcycle crashes were identified.  Motorcycle crash data 
were analyzed by county and city.  separate analyses of driver license 
and motorcycle registration data were conducted.

Based on contributing factors to motorcycle crashes as determined from 
the analyses, countermeasures were recommended in the general cat-
egories of vehicular, environmental/roadway, and human/driver.  con-
sidering the most frequent causes, countermeasures were recommended 
to address motorcycle/rider conspicuity, roadway curve warning signs 
and markings, and motorcyclists’ safety equipment and skills training.    

cuRRenT ReseaRch pRoJecTs
1. WiM data collection and analysis
2. development of design guidelines
3. evaluation of Wet-nighttime delineations
4. development of Traffic engineering guidelines
5. development of Training for Traffic signal Technicians
6. Two-lane Road capacity
7. Transition zone design
8. adaptive signal systems
9.  alternative snowplow procedures and Markers
10. historial Travel Time analysis
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traffic & safety
Jerry pigman, program Manager
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The kentucky local Technical assistance program (lTap) was chosen to administer a pilot safety circuit 
Rider program funded by the federal highway administration (fhWa) - kentucky division office of safety 
in 2005.  it operates from the Technology Transfer program (T2) of the kentucky Transportation center with 
the university of kentucky.  The program is designed to provide safety-related information, training, and 
support to agencies responsible for local roadway safety.

collision data is used to locate high-crash sites along roadways and to assist communities in finding low-cost 
roadway safety improvements.  The safety circuit Rider also works with local governments to implement these 
low-cost improvements.  examples of these improvements are removal of fixed objects such as trees, brush, 
stumps, etc. and installation of signage per the Manual on uniform Traffic control devices guidelines.  This 
technical advice is offered free of charge and is helping communities across the state of kentucky save lives 
every day.

kentucky’s program gained national recognition for excellence. The safety circuit Rider program was 
presented nationally at the national Roads safety audit peer exchange, the Rural Roads safety forum, 
the american public Works association, and many other national and local conferences. The program was 
featured in the safety circuit Rider programs Best practices guide, fhWa-sa-09-019. other states have used 
kentucky’s program as a model to establish or improve an existing program (florida, Tennessee, Wisconsin, 
idaho, and Missouri).

After

Low Cost Safety Improvements Example-
city of Scottsville: A vehicle had crashed into this hole, taking 
the guardrail with it.  Grating was installed by the local KyTC 
Bridge Crew.  The cost of material was less than $1,000.

Before

focus counties:  counties were selected based on 
traffic crash data collected in the Analysis of Traffic Crash 
Data in Kentucky (2005-2009) research report.  This 
data was used to identify locations that have abnormal 
rates or numbers of crashes.  The six focus counties 
selected are Boyd, elliott, garrard, henderson, 
Jessamine, and pendleton.  The county fiscal courts 
are being contacted and offered assistance with the 
goal of providing suggestions and guidance on low cost 
safety improvements for these high crash routes.

hRRRp signs pilot project:  The kentucky 
Transportation cabinet and fhWa are coordinating to 
provide funds to rural county governments through the 
high Risk Rural Roads program (hRRRp) for signing 
curves.  The program has started with a pilot project in 
the northern kentucky counties of Boone, kenton and 
campbell.  The safety circuit Rider will assist with the 
signing plans and in developing the implementation 
plan for the rest of kentucky.

speciaL initiatiVes
safety circuit rider program



speciaL initiatiVes
center for advanced traffic solutions (cats)
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The kentucky Transportation center (kTc) at the university of kentucky opened its 
new center for advanced Traffic solutions (caTs) laboratory in february 2011.  de-
veloped by kTc’s adam kirk and pat Johnson, the new signal training and research lab 
is used for traffic operations research, education, and training.

The primary use of the caTs lab is to support the development and delivery of a 
training course for kentucky Transportation cabinet signal technicians.  “experienced 
technicians can use the facility to develop, test and refine innovative signal operation 
strategies, without impacting traffic operations,” kirk said. 

“Thanks to dean lester’s office, we have been given a prime location across from under-
graduate classrooms, which can only serve to attract interest from students,” he said.  “it 
is our hope that this facility will serve to increase student interest in traffic operations while building the next generation 
of traffic engineers.  if successful, graduates will leave uk having practical hands-on experience.”

The caTs lab also aims to improve the experience for commuters to uk.  caTs lab staff have secured $200,000 in 
highway safety improvement program funds to work with lexington to implement an advanced adaptive signal control 
system on south limestone street between euclid avenue and Waller avenue.  

“adaptive signal controls are the state-of-the-art in signal operations,” said Johnson. “They are used to adjust signal timing 
in real time based on traffic demand and arrival patterns. What’s that mean? less time waiting at red lights.”



financiaL snapsHot
fy2011 expenditures*

Category of Expenses Research **
Technology 
Transfer CTI Academy

Advanced 
Institute Total Program

Personnel 3,255,524 628,133 223,474 67,559 $4,174,690
Operating 2,578,650 656,976 188,509 4,040 $3,428,175
Equipment 236,399 1,455 0 0 $237,844
Indirect Costs and 
Admin Support 1,883,185 0 144,242 12,789 $2,040,216
Total Program $7,953,758 $1,286,554 $556,225 $84,388 $9,880,925

 

*expenditure detail by subcategory of expense is available on request (1-800-432-0719)

**The research program for FY11 consisted of over 100 projects conducted for numerous agencies and orga-
nizations.  Primary research sponsors included the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet, the Federal Highway 
Administration, the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration, the US Department of Homeland Secu-
rity, and the North American Preclearance and Safety System (NORPASS).  For selected projects and pro-
grams, KTC partnered with the University of Louisville, the University of Tennessee, Northwest University, 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, the Asphalt Institute, and Battelle Memorial Institute.
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Report number  Title

kTc-10-20/Ta26-06-1f “sustainable practices and Related performance Measures at state highway   
    agencies,” lenaham o’connell, ph.d., december 2010
kTc-10-21/Rsf28-09-1f “local evaluation for the cumberland gap Tunnel, Regional iTs deployment,”  
    John crossfield, p.e., lenahan o’connell, candace Wallace & Jennifer Walton,  
    p.e., december 2010
kTc-11-01/spR260-03-1f “implementation of Remote sensing Technology on the i-64 over us 60   
    Bridge,” issam harik, ching chiaw choo, abheetha peiris and dan eaton,   
    January 2011
kTc-11-02/kh70-11-1f “pavement evaluation of the springfield Bypass,” Brad Rister & clark graves,  
    March 2011
kTc-11-03/ui56-09-1f “Maintenance customer sourcing,” clark graves & david allen, March 2011
kTc-11-04/spR400-10-1f “causes and countermeasures Related to Motorcycle crashes,” kenneth R.   
    agent, March 2011
kTc-11-05/spR398-10-1f “evaluation of pilot project: emergency Traffic central for Responders,” Jennifer  
    Walton, kenneth R. agent & sarah Mccormack, June 2011
kTc-11-06/spR402-10-1f “identification of secondary crashes and Recommended countermeasures,”   
    Jerry g. pigman, Jennifer R. Walton & eric c. green, May 2011
kTc-11-07/spR378-09-1f “automated chemical stabilizing of keaded paint Residue from Bridge 
    Maintenance painting,” Bobby W. Meade, Theodore hopwood ii & sudhir   
    palle, June 2011
kTc-11-08/spR412-11-1f “assessment of kentucky department of Vehicle Regulation’s Tax and fee 
    structure,” andrew Martin, Jennifer Walton, Mark spellman & Mark Bell, June  
    2011
kTc-11-09/spR414-11-1f “ evaluation of the safe patrol program in kentucky,” pengfei li & Jennifer  
    Walton, July 2011
kTc-11-10/spR401-10-1f “kentucky Bridges with high-strength Quenched and Tempered steel,” 
    Theodore hopwood ii & Jared fairchild, June 2011
kTc-11-11/spR383-09-1f “demonstrate and evaluate the use of dsRc Technology for Travel Time 
    Monitoring and incident detection,” david hunsucker, pengfei li & Joseph   
    crabtree, July 2011
kTc-11-12/spR391-10-1f “developing and implementing strategies to address ‘freddie the free-Roader,’”  
    david hunsucker, Mark Bell & Mark spellman, July 2011
kTc-11-13/ksp1-11-1f “2011 safety Belt usage survey in kentucky,” kenneth R. agent & eric R.   
    green, august 2011
kTc-11-14/fR182-10-1f “experimental coating on i-264 Jefferson county,” Bobby Meade & Theodore  
    hopwood ii, august 2011
kTc-11-15/ksp2-11-1f “analysis of Traffic crash data in kentucky (2006-2010),” eric R. green, 
    kenneth R. agent & Jerry g. pigman, september 2011
kTc-11-16/ksp4-11-1f “2011 driver attitudes and awareness survey,” kenneth R. agent, eric R. green  
    & Ronald e. langley, september 2011
kTc-11-17/spR405-10-1f “improved Bridge expansion Joints,” sudhir palle, Theodore hopwood ii, &   
    Bobby Meade, october 2011
kTc-11-18/spR310-9-2f “improving intersection design practices,” nick stamatiadis & adam kirk,   
    october 2011
kTc-11-19/spR415-11-1f “Road diet concept evaluations,” nick stamatiadis, november 2011
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Administration
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    sudhir@engr.uky.edu
Rick younce   (859) 257-6418    
    ryounce@engr.uky.edu 
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    pgoodrum@engr.uky.edu
Timothy Taylor   (859) 323-3680    
    taylor@engr.uky.edu
ITS and Traffic Management
Jennifer Walton   (859) 257-7239    
    jwalton@engr.uky.edu
david hunsucker   (859) 257-8313    
    dhunsuck@engr.uky.edu
pengfei li    (859) 257-4524    
    pfli@engr.uky.edu
andrew Martin   (859) 257-7240    
    amart0@engr.uky.edu
Mark spellman   (859) 257-7201    
    mspellman@engr.uky.edu
Pavements, Materials & Geotechnology
Clark Graves   (859) 257-7388    
    cgraves@engr.uky.edu
kean ashurst   (859) 257-7319    
    kashurst@engr.uky.edu
Jamie creech   (859) 257-7208    
    jcreech@engr.uky.edu
dan eaton   (859) 257-7300    
    deaton@engr.uky.edu
Jonathan fisher   (859) 257-7317    
    jsfisher@engr.uky.edu
Tim Jones    (859) 257-7381    
    tjones@engr.uky.edu
levi Mcintosh   (859) 257-7307    
    lmcintosh@engr.uky.edu
Richard Reitenour   (859) 257-7220    
    rreiten@engr.uky.edu

Brad Rister   (859) 257-7331    
    brister@engr.uky.edu
Tim scully   (859) 257-7224    
    tscully@engr.uky.edu
charlie sun   (859) 257-7330
    lsun00@engr.uky.edu
Structures
Issam Harik   (859) 257-3116    
    iharik@engr.uky.edu
abheetha peiris   (859) 257-7227
    abheetha@engr.uky.edu
Traffic & Safety
Jerry Pigman   (859) 257-4521    
    jpigman@engr.uky.edu
kenneth agent    (859) 257-4507    
    kagent@engr.uky.edu
david cain   (859) 257-4724    
    dcain@engr.uky.edu
eric green   (859) 257-2680    
    egreen@engr.uky.edu
pat Johnson    (859) 257-4828    
    pjohnson@engr.uky.edu
adam kirk   (859) 257-7310    
    akirk@engr.uky.edu

Knowledge Exchange
Decision Support Systems
Theodore Grossardt  (859) 257-7552    
    thgros00@uky.edu
len o’connell   (859) 257-7556    
    locon0@engr.uky.edu
John Ripy    (859) 257-7536    
    jripy@engr.uky.edu
Technology Transfer
Martha Horseman   (859) 257-4531    
    mhorseman@engr.uky.edu
carla crossfield   (859) 257-4022    
    ccrossfi@engr.uky.edu
lauren curry   (859) 257-7412    
    lcurry@engr.uky.edu
dina Johnson   (859) 257-5086    
    djohnson@engr.uky.edu
Valerie pitts    (859) 257-7410    
    vpitts@engr.uky.edu
Justin Riggs    (859) 257-7405    
    jrigg0@engr.uky.edu
amy Terry    (859) 257-7466    
    aterry@engr.uky.edu
nicole Worthy   (859) 257-7364    
    nworthy@engr.uky.edu

Intermodal Transportation
Freight and Logistics
Doug Kreis   (859) 257-6898    
    dkreis@engr.uky.edu
Brian howell   (859) 218-0017
    brian.howell@engr.uky.edu
sarah Mccormack   (859) 257-7562    
    smccormack@engr.uky.edu
candice Wallace   (859) 257-7527    
    cwallace@engr.uky.edu
Waterway
Chuck Knowles   (859) 257-2815    
    cknow0@engr.uky.edu
Rail
Jerry Rose   (859) 257-4278    
    jrose@engr.uky.edu 
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